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	JRA_Cultured_Online_20_July_2020_1: Artist Jon Rafman Looks Through the Prying Eyes of Google Street ViewIn his new online show with Sprüth Magers, artist Jon Rafman explores the uncanny melancholy captured via Google Street View cameras.                          Jon Rafman's Baošic i, Herceg Novi Municipality, Montenegro, 2017. All images are courtesy of Sprüth Magers.  Since 2008, Canadian artist Jon Rafman, has taken a virtual world-tour from the comfort of his computer screen. For “Nine Eyes of Google Street View,” an online presentation with Sprüth Magers this month, Rafman draws on his ongoing project 9-Eyes (2008–present)—a panoply of screen-capture images gathered using Google Street View, the function of Google Maps that provides interactive panoramas of street-level perspectives from countless roads, highways and byways across the globe, captured by spherical multi-camera instruments mounted on top of fleets of hybrid-electric vehicles dispatched by Google since 2007. As Rafman details in an essay on the practical mechanics: “Every ten to twenty meters, the nine cameras automatically capture whatever moves through their frame. Computer software stitches the photos together to create panoramic images. To prevent identification of individuals and vehicles, faces and license plates are blurred.” As of May 2017, Street View vehicles had gathered more than 10 million miles-worth of imagery across 83 countries. Since assuming the role of digital-explorer flâneur, Rafman has archived his findings on a Tumblr, 9-Eyes, named after the nine cameras initially employed by Google (six cameras have since been added to the spherical contraptions since the project began). For this exhibition—comprised of sixteen pigment prints and a continuously streaming
	JRA_Cultured_Online_20_July_2020_2: slideshow—the artist trains his attention on the uncanny melancholy of the perspectives encountered using Street View. While there are many artists who marshal critiques of the surveillance state through similar methods, such as James Bridle and Trevor Paglen, Rafman’s practice is regularly compared more with the work of Hito Steyerl or Ed Atkins and generally reflects on the existential consequences of the post-digital alongside the romantic possibilities of the virtual. So, what exactly has Rafman encountered on his virtual globetrot? In one pigment print, Baošići, Herceg Novi Municipality, Montenegro, 2017, the camera perspective from a beachside road in Montenegro captures a dolphin leaping from the ocean amidst swimming beachgoers. In another, Via Guglielmo Marconi, Grottaglie, Puglia, Italy, 2013, five men wearing hazmat-style jumpsuits pass through a street intersection in an ominous procession, registering the presence of the Street View camera with an unmistakably sinister overtone. Another work, 17 Praça Conselheiro João Alfredo Salvador, State of Bahia, Brasil, 2020, shows a person, or perhaps several, entirely shrouded in a red cloak, kneeling on a grassy street corner. Among the images in a slideshow with undisclosed details: a man brandishes a pistol while standing outside a corner store; two men sift through a massive pile of garbage in the street; a lone female prostitute sits on a stool near a dusty highway intersection; two women on their hands and knees and wearing headscarves wash rugs on a dirt road; two high-school-aged boys at a crosswalk, their faces blurred by anonymizing software, knowingly expose themselves to the cameras in a mocking gesture.                         Jon Rafman’s 17 Praça Conselheiro João Alfredo Salvador, State of Bahia, Brasil, 2020. Some of Rafman’s screen-captures reveal depopulated landscapes. But most of the images are occupied by subjects, sometimes aware of and actively responding to the presence of the Street View cameras. However, in a majority of the screen-captures, the cameras operate with spectral anonymity like incorporeal God-like narrators, their subjects unknowingly recorded. It becomes clear that in these images there is ample room for extreme misinterpretation and false attribution—perhaps the men crossing the intersection in Puglia, Italy, are emergency medical workers and not criminal actors, as the photo would give the impression of? In this way, 9-Eyes
	JRA_Cultured_Online_20_July_2020_3: raises fundamental questions about the nature of photography and belief, seeing and knowing. To be sure, this is ethically checkered territory, as Rafman does, as it were, “take a position,” whether he intends to or not. His work doesn’t simply offer a melancholic mosaic of incidentally-captured human activity—there is curation involved. Sure, his virtual globetrotting shares in the same ethical vagaries of the zombie-like Street View gaze. And, of course, in this space, Google operates with shocking immunity absent substantial oversight. As a result, one could ascribe a politics not only to Street View as a feature of surveillance capitalism, but also to the documentary-curiosities of Rafman. As always, the language of photography evokes the language of the hunt: to capture, to take, to point-and-shoot, etc. With this in mind, one might feel that Rafman’s technique of image gathering not only reflects on but instantiates the normalization of privacy invasion in the age of mass-surveillance. His work, in effect, harnesses the tools and reproduces the exploits of an apparatus he might hope to undermine. However, one also senses that Rafman isn’t hoping to undermine anything here, and his methods largely insulate him from accusations of impertinence. After all, the Google vehicles drive through public spaces, so the scenes Rafman encounters are, in theory, available for anyone to encounter. Perhaps the Street View panoramas offer us some digital-humanist insight about the wealth of human experience encountered in digital space and, in turn, Rafman’s images provide some form of empathy. In this way, his scenes constitute a kind of liminal collective memory and Rafman himself becoming an omniscient reporter. Given this assessment, 9-Eyes belies hackneyed polemical indictments of the surveillance state. Rather, by removing himself as photographic auteur, the artist assumes the role of anthropological quasi-voyeur, producing, in turn, an eclectic and unsentimental social topography. 


